The Leroy Neiman Center Gallery
August 19 - September 14, 2013

Opening Reception: Thursday June 27, 4:00-6:00 P.M.

Chicago, IL. | Standard Size challenges the commercial distribution of photography through minimal, material-based methods. Employing industrial grade materials, standard ratio sizes, and utilitarian objects, artists Molly M. Brandt (BFA 2014) and Jory Drew (BFA 2014) intersect through opposing additive and reductive processes. Snapshots and plastic assemblages by Drew link the deterioration of media with personal transformation. In sculptures and photograms from handmade rubbings, Brandt examines photographic structures through intimate gestures and architectural references. Activated by natural light, works interrogate the visibility of the individual within a culture of standardization.

LEROY NEIMAN CENTER GALLERY
312.899.744037 | 37 South Wabash Ave., Suite 106, Chicago, IL 60603.
Monday - Friday: 11:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. | Saturday: 11:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.  Alternate times by appointment.

STUDENT RUN / STUDENT WORK
Professional exhibition spaces exclusively for students since 1994
Founded in 1994, the Student Union Galleries (SUGs) at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC) has established itself as a staple of SAIC’s student life—a place where student artists and curators can challenge their work in a public setting. Producing between 12 to 15 exhibitions of student work each year, SUGs strives to facilitate a creative, interdisciplinary exchange between students, professors, and arts professionals across the SAIC community and beyond. SUGs alumni, both directors and exhibiting artists, have contributed substantially to the arts in Chicago and built valuable careers in the arts both nationally and internationally. Please visit www.saic.edu/sugs for more information.